Case Study

The Coventry ECO House

Project Outline
Location: John Rous Avenue, Coventry
Client: Orbit Home and Force
Brief: Beattie Passive to design and build two 3 bedroom detached
homes to meet the needs of the local community.

Coventry ECO House project was the winner of
the prestigious award for the Cost &
Build-ability category, UK Passivhaus Trust
Awards, 2014.

Build Requirement: 2 x three bedroom homes – 86m2 each
Build Certification: Passivhaus Certified
System Provider: Beattie Passive

Project delivered:
The Coventry ECO House project was a collaborative, learning legacy
project, which aimed to develop and demonstrate local capability for the
design, build and operation of sustainable homes. The original vision was
to engage the local supply chain in a project, which sought to compare
and contrast the differences between the Code for Sustainable Homes
and the Passivhaus standard. Whilst the client had planned to build two
detached homes, one Passivhaus and the other Code 6, using the Beattie
Passive build system ensured that both houses achieved the stringent
requirements of Passivhaus within their budget. The homes were certified
to the Passivhaus energy performance standard and also through the Code
for Sustainable Homes at Levels 4 & 6.

“The FORCE project in Coventry
is an innovative and exciting
project and as the client we want
to ensure the highest possible
energy efficiency standard using
the Passivhaus principles. We are
confident that the Beattie Passive
Build System is the right one for
the project and will enable us to
set a precedent for how Passivhaus
technologies are used within Orbit
and the sector as a whole.”
George Obeng-Manu, Head of Construction for Orbit Homes

For more information contact: 08456 449003 | www.beattiepassive.com

Benefits delivered:
Social benefits:
• A site foreman was given two weeks training on the build system,
enabling him to train two new carpenters on site for the whole build
process
• Up-skilled construction students from Coventry City College. Four
17 year old, second year carpentry students at Coventry City College
who attended college for two days a week manufactured the Beattie
Passive frame
• They completed two 86m2 frames in just 5 days and finished the
assembly of 5.6 metre ladder rib sections in an impressive 2 minutes
48 seconds
• The students then progressed onto site to erect the frames and learning
not only the Beattie Passive Build System but also additional skills such
as air tightness and thermal bridging detailing

Environmental benefits:
• Primary Energy Demand: 107 kWh/m2.a
• Heating Demand: 12 kWh/m2.a
• Heating & Cooling Load: 10 W/m2, no cooling
• Air pressure result: 0.54 ach @50Pa
• U values: Ground floor: 0.07 W/m2K, Walls: 0.08 W/m2K
Roof: 0.08 W/m2K, Windows: 0.75 W/m2K

“The Beattie Passive System
appears to offer the chance
to construct extremely energy
efficient dwellings to Passivhaus
standard and above at an affordable
cost, and my involvement in the
demonstration project at John Rous
Avenue in Coventry with Orbit Group
and FORCE will enable me to learn
and understand how this can be
done and eventually enlighten other
affordable housing groups. Anyone
who can break the mould and
deliver homes which are both cheap
to run and construct deserves our
undivided attention.”
Alan Leary, Director, Walker Cotter, Tetra Group

Economic benefits:
• Cost Innovations: When the project originally went out to tender,
local contractors were reluctant to bid for the work. Those who did
tender prices were up to 30% over budget and it became clear they
were pricing in an element of risk associated with delivering their first
Passivhaus scheme. Beattie Passive were invited to tender, recognising
that their fully Passivhaus certified build system had the potential to
deliver both on performance and cost.

For more information contact: 08456 449003 | www.beattiepassive.com

